SIMPLY THE BEST

IF YOU’RE SERIOUS ABOUT TRANSFORMING YOUR BODY AND YOUR LIFE, THERE’S ONLY ONE CHOICE—PRO-TF®!* 

THERE’S NO COMPARISON.

You wouldn’t match up an economy car against a luxury sports model in a race. So, don’t use mediocre protein products when you could support your precious health with the very best!* 

PRO-TF is the only protein in the world that contains the patent-pending, university-tested, and proven Low Molecular Weight PRO-TF Protein Blend. 

PRO-TF® IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

Gram for gram, PRO-TF is superior to the gold standard whey protein on the market at:
- Burning fat*
- Building and protecting muscle*
- Reducing hunger*
- Supporting body transformation*

PRO-TF® Protein Blend
Mezcla proteínica PRO-TF
Whey Protein Concentrate
Concentrado de proteína de suero de leche

CHOOSE MOLECULE SIZE OVER SCOOP SIZE.

PRO-TF is powered by small, low molecular weight, high-DH proteins in an exclusive, patented, and university-tested blend.

Larger molecule = inferior absorption
- increased digestive stress
- less effective protein

Smaller molecule = superior absorption
- decreased digestive stress
- more effective protein overall

PRO-TF® is two best-in-class products in one. Two servings of PRO-TF contain 600 mg of 4Life Transfer Factor® Tri-Factor® Formula—our exclusive, patented, and proven immune system support.*

We guarantee our quality. Every batch of PRO-TF is tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition. We guarantee the outstanding quality of PRO-TF every time!

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.